BOEM
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

Words and terms that are used at BOEM

Find the words in the puzzle that are listed below.
Words are up & down (↕) and sideways (↔).

BLOCK
CORE
CORRELATE
DATA
ENGINEER
FAULT
FIELD
GAS
GEOLOGIST
WELL
GULF
HORIZON
HYDRATE
INTERPRET
LEASE
LOGS
MEXICO
PLATFORM
PALEO
PENCIL
PLUG
RIG
SALT
SAND
SEISMIC
SHALE
WATER
WELL
WET

1 BLOCK
2 CORE
3 CORRELATE
4 DATA
5 ENGINEER
6 FAULT
7 FIELD
8 GAS
9 GEOLOGIST
10 GULF
11 HORIZON
12 HYDRATE
13 INTERPRET
14 LEASE
15 LOGS
16 MAP
17 MEXICO
18 OIL
19 OPERATOR
20 PALEO
21 PLATFORM
22 PLUG
23 RIG
24 SALT
25 SAND
26 SEISMIC
27 SHALE
28 WATER
29 WELL
30 WET